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Gertrude Weyhe
New President of
The Senior Class

B. Haines and B. Lawrence Are
Junior and Sophomore Class
Presidents

A. Griswold Heads Moose

Two Honor Court Judges Are
Chosen From Each of the
Three Classes

Gertrude Weyhe was elected
President of the Senior Class in a
meeting held Tuesday night, May 7.
She has been prominent in many
undergraduate activities. She has
served as Secretary of the Junior
Class, and as member of the Ban-
quett Committee. As President of
the German club, she has done much
to make that organization particu-
larly successful. Her interests in
extra-curricular activities are wide.
She was prominent in the Dance
Exhibition last year, and has done
work for the Dramatic club, of
which she has recently been elected
Treasurer. She is a German major,
and has recently been awarded a
scholarship for study in the Univer-
sity of Munich this summer. She has
been on Dean's list for the past
three years.

Barbara Haines, President of the
incoming Junior class, has had many
activities during her college career;
she has been Secretary of the Fresh-
man class, President of the Sopho-
more class, in Fall play and on both
the Tennis squad and the Basket-
ball team.

Barbara Lawrence was elected
President of the Sophomore class.
She has been on Dean's list besides
being Director of the Freshman Com-
petitive Play and the newly E. Burdick, Miss Barnard, Miss School of Design, as the guest der-standing rand knowledge of stud-

Junior Prom Weekend Is
Climax To Social Events

Barbary Coast Orchestra Plays
For Dances; Josephine Pratt
Chairman Committee

This weekend the campus is filled
with the activities of the Junior Prom
From which has been looked forward
to for so long. Last night was the first
dance to the strains of the Barbary Coast orchestra from Dartmouth. This afternoon is the Tea Dance,chaparisoned by Miss V. E. Burdick, Miss Barnard, Miss Creighton, and Miss Scheer. This
dance will end at 5:00, and the couples will, many of them, go to
dinner parties and other planned en-
gagements before the Prom which
starts at 8:30. After the program
dances have been going on for an
hour the Grand March will start,
headed by Josephine Pratt. The
receiving line will form immediately
after this, including Miss Blend, Miss Burdick, Dr. and Mrs. Hunt,
Josephine Pratt, and Marney Mc-
Kelvey and their escorts.

Those responsible for the carry-
ing out of the dances and entertain-
ment are as follows:
Chairman, Josephine Pratt; Pro-
grains, Charlotte Pierson; Waitres-
esses, Katie Vanderhooft; Tickets,
Edith Thornton; Food, Kathyrn
Morgan; Advertising, Jean Vander-
hult; Decoration, Sally Juniper.

Gertrude Mckelvey Chosen
President of Student Gov.

Next Chief Justice of Honor Court is Dorothy
Pike; Other Important Officers of
Student Government Elected

The result of the elections to Student Government offices that took
place Monday, May 6 are as follows:
President of Student Government
Margaret Mckelvey
Vice President of Student Government
Margaret Mckelvey
Chief Justice of Honor Court
Dorothy Pike
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Emma Moore
President of Athletic Association
Margaret Stark
Secretary of Athletic Association
Sally Kimball
Treasurer of Athletic Association
Virginia Armstrong
Chairman of Connecticut College Outing Club
Jean Vanderbilt
President of Service League
Patricia Burton
Vice President of Service League
Elizabeth Parsons
Secretary of Service League
Margaret Mckelvey
Treasurer of Service League
Ruth Pierce
Head of International Relations
Gertrude Allen
Head of Religious Committee
Elizabeth Taylor
Social Chairman
Janet McNulty

Dr. Chamberlain of Dartmouth Is
Vesper Speaker

Points Out the Weaknesses
and Cures of Modern Society

Roy B. Chamberlain, chaplain at
Dartmouth, and well-known at
Connecticut, finds that the hopes of
the future of our unstable world
lies in the moral sturdiness and in-
telligence of the younger generation.

continuing his discussion of the
"Investment of Life", at Vespers
May 5, Dr. Chamberlain, speaking on
the symptoms and the cures of
this world's illness, pointed out a
few of the ways in which we can
help improve conditions of civiliza-
tion. The required qualities are
fearlessness and courage to face
realities.

The symptoms of the illness of
our civilization are several. The most
obvious is perhaps the general atti-
dude of futility, the lack of early
enthusiasm. The disillusion and
fatigue characteristic of our modern
ideas are comparable to the decay
of thought which was prevalent be-
fore the fall of the Roman empire.

Disillusion, another symptom of
deceit, marks our world. Historically
it is known that disunion often leeds
to disintegration. Powerful nations,
their might and strength, mark our
world. Historically it is known that
disunion, another symptom of de-
cay, marks our world. Historically
it is known that disunion often leeds
to disintegration. Powerful nations,
their might and strength, mark our
world.
Wednesday evening, May 8, the new staff of the Connecticut College News gave a banquet in honor of the outgoing staff at Lighthouse Inn. The faculty guests were Miss Blunt, Mrs. Floyd and guests of the faculty and guests present.

Dr. Jensen, the faculty advisor, spoke an encouraging word in behalf of the News, saying that college newspapers have improved in its character, changing slightly with the different staffs that come in. He also added that he would be glad to give any advice in the newspaper field. The faculty directed the manner in which the News had been worked during the past year and of the fine cooperation which every one had received from the faculty and students, saying in conclusion that she wished the new staff luck.

Assistant Advertising Manager Bernice Wheeler '37
Assistant Business Manager Charlotte Sharp
Assistant Circulation Managers Shirley Durr '36; Marie Kirkman '37
Art Editor Junior Editors Lucy Barrera '37; Elise Thompson '37
Senior Editor Margaret Burgess '36
Editor-in-chief Aileen Outtiger '36
Editor Managing Editor Ethel Rothfuss '36
Managing Editor Elizabeth Beale '36
News Editor Virginia Bowen '36
Business Manager Ethel Rodhos '36
Business Staff Eleanor Elms '36; Mary McKeay '36; Margaret Sniffen
Circulation Manager Margaret F. Keen
Features Editor James Bloom '37; Press Treasurer Nancy Burks '37; Theodore Hobson '36; Dorothy Weeks '37
News Editors: Elinor Rice '36; Janet Theune '37; Marian Adams '37; Ann Koth Von '36; Frances Walker '36; Judith Waterhouse '36

There is always something to worry about, claim the Freshmen, as they proceed along the line as though "play" will be held. Who really does know?

Deborah is becoming a few excellent cooks this year. Their "celebrating Betty Talbot's birthday" and a dinner party was held — worked by the girls themselves! What about that burned steak, Deputy? Is it bigood raising their newly found kitchen, "Faux pas", on the French language. Wouldn't it be terrible if, somehow or other, they got held up by a Russian Wolf Hound?

Are we dating back to "Arabian Nights" or are we mistaken by a mysterious phone call? Who, in this modern age, leaves the name "All Baba and the Forty Thieves"?

Lacey house expects to become very wealthy in the near future, for the "dime chain letter" has already been introduced and passed on to friends! What to do with the first thousand is now the question.

Copelanders have a new game to play as they make their way to a grand dance. "May 17" can be heard as they take "giant steps" and "baby steps" down to Halim. Too bad though you miss dinner, eh Gracie?

Reports of the boat ride last Sunday are mostly favorable. Was it rough? Betty, or weren't you feeling well?

If you are acquainted with untimely gray hairs, double chin, or have one foot in the grave, just drop in to see the Bandit in Mary Hadden's. She's taking her correspondence courses in Funeral Facts, Fun and Lifting (illustrated before and after) and Hair Drying, and her crinoline should really be made available for everyone on campus. Incidentally, every time she goes for her hair, she says, "What next?" — The Shadow knows!

Social Notes

North Cottage was a rather deserted place last weekend — seven of the girls being away. Kay Shirley, Elfie Mapes, and Dot Daly were guests at the Colgate Prom and house parties at Colgate University. Hamilton, N. Y. Peggy Young went to M. L. T. May Beaudette went to Bennington with the dance group. Marian Zabriskie went home to Wykoff, N. J., and Ruth Sheldon to Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Marjorie Moul was spent the week end at Colgate University house parties.

Betty Mook went to her house last week-end.

Among those who sought their good times in New York last week end were Peggy Sixx, "Cricket" Meyers, and Marjorie Minta.

Boston held quite a attraction last week-end for Betty Gilbert and Mary Birch Ingram.

"Billy Foster" attended Haverford College Prom last week-end.

There was rather a general existence on the campus last week-end. Those who went to their homes included: Margaret Coulter to New Rochelle; Shirley Payette to Hartford; Emily Black to Shelton; Dorothy Weeks to Worcester, and Virginia Terlindine to Glen Ridge. Helen Weeks went home with Ethics and Marie Schwenk to New York. Bethy Chaffee went to visit her sister at Vassar and Betty Breen went to Brooklyn. Ann Ford went to Hamilton and Carol Stuart traveled to Dartmouth for the Green Key. Charlotte Caldwell was one of the dance group that went to Bennington Sunday night we welcomed Lou Miller back, who has been home with the measles.

CLUBS

Friday, May 8, the Spanish Club and the Book Store group at the Spanish Club held quite an attraction this time: Jean McCreary, president; Martha Louise Cook, secretary and Alice Cobb, chairman of the entertainment committee. Members of the faculty and guests present were: Miss Chevalier, Miss Biaggi, Mr. and Mrs. Sanchez. Professor Sanchez staged an imaginary bull fight for the benefit of his audience.

Students at the University of Rochester (New York) were recently exposed to a dazzling collection of students' jokes and banter (value — $5,000,000 actual value $25,000,000) to acquaint themselves with the wiles of "phoney stocks."

SCANDAL SHEET NEXT WEEK

Contributions should be in not later than Tuesday. Write up your Pet Peeve and hand it in to the editor. (No saxwass allowed!!)

FREE SPEECH

(The Editors of the News do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions expressed in this column. In order to insure the validity of this column for the expression of honest opinions, the editor must know the names of contributors.)

Dear Editor:

Many of us would like to know definitely whether there will be a dance after spring play out. It is so hard to make arrangements when we do not know until the last minute. If there is a dance, let’s have it worthy of the occasion. May we suggest: a creditable orchestra, soft, color-lighted music, punch instead of water, and dancing until dawn.

1937

Dear Editor:

A subject of interest to students has been discussed at great length lately. The subject is "Text books and the buying of them." Most of the girls would like the list of books they would need during the year early in September—all of them could be bought at one time and not be thought of again.

It is pretty hard when, in the middle of April, a teacher will say, "Sign up for this book." This means anywhere from one to two dollars taken out of a small allowance, a hurry call to one’s parents for the money needed extra money can not be sent at any time especially when there is more than one child in college.

If things had been arranged, would the managers of the Book Store be willing to have the student charge her books and then send a complete and itemized bill to the parents? Can't something be done about this?

1937

Dear Editor:

Last Monday we, as a student body made our decision as to whom we thought most capable of being the officers of our major organizations for the coming year. We should be proud of the opportunity of running our own student government and should take great interest in choosing the people whom we shall be willing to follow and with whom we shall be glad to cooperate.

At the election on Monday only about 350 students from the whole student body of over 600 cast their votes. It seems to me that such a proportion was a very poor showing of student interest in their own privileges. Why did so few vote? Didn't the others care who was elected? Some of you may say, "I didn't know who was nominated." Everyone surely knew the majority of the nominees and even if they didn't seem to me that we would take enough interest in student government to go and vote for those whom they did not know. A few blanks among some names are much better than complete absence from voting.

Let's hope that this does not happen again.

1937

POPULARITY CONTEST

Vote for the Seniors! Cut out this section and hand it in at the information desk before Monday at 4 o'clock, with your vote. Do you know who is the most popular? Vote for your favorite!

Most popular Most outstanding
Most handsome Most beautiful
Most striking Most round girl
Best athlete Most cultured
Most studious Best Blunt
Best dressed Greatest sense of humor
Most refined Most vivacious
Most desirous Most "dated"
The quietest girl Most intellectual

VOTE FOR THE SENIORS
Mr. Milar Speaks To News and Press Board Mon., May 6

"What Constitutes News In College" Is Subject Of His Talk

Monday evening, May 6th, coffee was served in Windham living room for various members of the News and Pressboards and Mr. Milar. Afterwards conducted an informal talk on what constitutes news in college. Mr. Milar, as chief of the Connecticut Bureau of Associated Press, had many illuminating points to make and interesting suggestions to offer his audience a hopeful young news reporters. For the sake of thorough clarity, he broached his rather ambiguous topic from two sides. First, what is news, and, second, what should college girls know to best approach the newspaper profession.

News, says Mr. Milar, is anything people are interested in; and it is the number of people interested that determines the news' importance. C. C. has a large portion of the outside world, almanac, student's families, trustees, friends, who want to keep up with the present events other than regular routine. They want to know about our sports activities, the outstanding work of students, scientific experiments we might be making, the research work of our professors, any information from every walk of life that the college has to offer. Because what is news today becomes history tomorrow, the sooner material is printed the more value it has.

Do we make the most of our newspaper reading? Mr. Milar asked the question casually, but he meant it sincerely. In the last two years there has been an economic revolution, with one result that the people have been demanding more news. The history of the building in the street has been reading deeper subjects and with more thought. Do we do that? Since the old political era, people are no longer going by an accepted standard of living; they have begun to think for themselves. It is the everyday reading that counts, for it is thus we watch the turn of economic problems and see new developments in politics. History has been piling up faster in the last two years than ever before, and with it has come a trend towards serious thought. Social legislation is making for a gradual equalization in the present economic status. If this change in attitude has affected the college, bound the girls closer together, interested them mutually in new things, then we have a good newspaper story.

The newspaper business is the biggest, most exacting of the modern professions. The work is pleasant and hard, fascinating but sometimes painful, and it must ever be sustained by the thrill behind its rapid progress. Nowhere else is there so great an opportunity to do good. The newspaper has a grip on public opinion and the power to make people think. He tells his story honestly, fearlessly, impartially and leaves his readers to make up their own minds to its importance. Accuracy, decency, and impartiality are the three demands the Associated Press makes of every story before attaching the A. P. slug. Mr. Milar personally prefers to employ reporters who have had training on a small daily paper, where the news is not metropolitan but offers well-rounded experience writing up anything from personals to suicides. It is time enough to specialize, he says, after two or three years of general newspaper work.

The Historical Society Has Fine Displays

One of the many objects of interest in the New London County Historical Society the most interesting is the George Washington room. This room, furnished in colonial style, contains rareingle-backed chairs and a toilet set which alone is supposed to be worth $1800. The spread used on special occasions in this room is one which is over a hundred years old.

The Historical Society has many rare objects such as an armchair which classroom chairs of today are modelled, two cases of very crude surgical instruments used in 1781, a colonial babies' bath, lamps in which whale oil was used when New London was the center of the whaling industry, several Chippendale and Windsor chairs, and a ship model valued at $800.

The society has a valuable reference library containing information on the history of New London. The library contains among other things a unique ninety-year old print of the city of New London as viewed from Groton, showing the harbor full of whaling vessels. The history of the building in which the Society is situated is not less fascinating than the possessions of the Society. It was built in 1766 for Nathaniel Shaw, Sr., by French Canadians who had been driven from Canada and who settled in New London. The building was made of stones hewn from a granite ledge. Several years later George Washington was entertained in it by Nathaniel Shaw, Jr. During the revolution it was converted into officers' barracks. During the revolution, too, Lucretia Shaw, the wife of Nathaniel, Jr., nursed wounded soldiers and contracted yellow fever from one of them and died. A direct descendant of the Shaw, Judge Perkins, entertained Lafayette in this house. Judge Perkins also served as lawyer for Benedict Arnold. When most of New London was almost destroyed by fire, the Shaw house caught fire but was saved by barrels of vinegar stored in the attic which the men utilized in putting out the flames. Eventually the Shaw house was turned over to the New London County Historical Society to serve as a center for their work.

The Society itself was formed in 1870 by the townspeople interested in historical objects and places in New London. Its purpose was to gather all records and objects of historical interest and to place them where they would be safe and useful. They also were to determine and mark sites of actions worthy of historical notice. Their members have consisted mostly of well-known historical scholars. Until the dedication of the Shaw house they were more or less handicapped for a place to put their material, but now it is possible to have their collection assembled safely and in a place where they are available for all to see.

The Historical Society which is situated on Bank Street is open in the afternoon from two to five o'clock and an admittance fee of 25c is charged except on Wednesday. A guide accompanies visitors and explains the various collections.

NEW VITAMIN K IS ADDED TO LIST

London — Add another vitamin to the list of those already known. This one is to be known as K, according to the announcement of its discovery by the two research members of the Biochemical Institute of Copenhagen University.

Experiencing with chickens, the two men, H. Dau and F. Schonheyder, found that when fed on a special diet, the chickens developed a deficiency disease. This was cured by a fat soluble vitamin found in hog liver, hemp seed and certain vegetables, such as tomatoes.

It is presumed that footstuffs contain an essential vitamin in the absence of which deficiency disease sets in. It is supposed the lack of vitamin K causes a decrease in the clotting and accelerating component in blood. The nature of this component and its role in animal and human pathology are under investigation.

FOR THAT 7TH INNING STRETCH

Try me I'll never let you down

it's the tobacco that counts, and there are no finer tobaccos than those used in Luckyes

Copyright 1933, The American Tobacco Company

Make...

JUNIOR PROM WEEKEND complete with a DINNER PARTY at the Norwich Inn

(See Bulletin Board for Special Menus)
Special Room Rates To Include Breakfast

NORWICH INN
NORWICH, CONN.
A "Real New England Inn"
Phone 3380

L. G. Treadway, Mgr. Dir.
K. E. Pierce, Box. Mgr.
Group At Bennington Discuss Importance Of Modern Dance

A dance Symposium was held at Bennington College on May 4. The plan of a Symposium in Modern Dance was announced by the President of the College and a national meeting of colleges was inaugurated by Bard College in the Spring of 1952. Since that time many colleges have been organized as an additional force in the work of high schools and groups at all parts of the country. These symposia have taken on a new life as an additional force in the work of high schools and groups in all parts of the country. These symposia have taken on a new life as an integral part of modern dance and are now being held in many high schools and groups in the United States.

Mr. Martin, the Group's sponsor, who attended from Connecticut College,

JUNIOR PROM THIS WEEKEND

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)

Eastern Universities. From Harvard Thomas Dorman, of Montclair, N. J., was reappointed to the Board of Directors of the University of Massachusetts, Edgar Whitehead, Westport, N. J., Charles Horton, Worchester, Mass. From Brown, Arlan Walker, Providence, R. I., Waldo Clark, New York City; Charles Buell, Bridgeport, Conn., Boardman Lockwood, Hartford, Conn., Marshall L. Smith, Mt. Carmel, N. Y., Fred V. Pope, John R. Wood, New York City; Robert Eaton, Littleton, N. H.; From Trinity, John Sargent, Hartford, Conn., Francis Roscoe, Hartford, Conn., and the following were the committee: Miss Gertrude Abramson, Miss Marian Beedle, Mrs. W. O. Dubay, Mrs. J. A. Frassee, Mrs. Mary DeGrasse and Miss Dorothy Page.

-41-

Bridge Given For Student's Benefit

On Wednesday evening, May 8, 1953 at 8 o'clock in Knowlton House the Junior Women's Club and the New London Chapter of the C. C. Alumnae gave a bridge party to raise funds for a scholarship. The funds being raised to enable a New London girl to attend Connecticut College for the first year. Miss Isabelle E. Underwood was chairman and the following were the committee: Miss Gertrude Abramson, Miss Marian Beedle, Mrs. W. O. Dubay, Mrs. J. A. Frassee, Mrs. Mary DeGrasse and Miss Dorothy Page.

-41-

-42-

"Dating" an Important College Opportunity

Cedar Falls, Iowa — "Dating— a social experience and one of the most important opportunities of college life" is the definition given to the college-age girl by Harold Bond, director of religious activities at Iowa State Teachers College.

Outlining the reasons for dating, Dr. Bosley declared students date because it is a social habit, and because of a desire for companionship. "Dating" he declares, "is psychologically sound, although we may laugh at them," Dr. Bosley said. "Dating bureaux give students an opportunity for social experiences which they might not get otherwise."

-41-

Please patronize our Advertisers

Stationery School Supplies Magazines KEENEY'S Main Street

College SENIORS present for the class of 1953 positions. Many are considering a career in certain fields in which they are qualified. They are generally, demand definite skills in shorthand and typewriting. An In- tentive Secretarial Course for College Women is established at The Packard School (Estimated by the Massachusetts State Board of State of New York).

Six Weeks' Summer Session" Boston, Mass. Miss Slagle, of the packard School, director of the Secretarial School, is teaching shorthand and typing.

-41-

ASSOCIATED EASTERN RAILROADS established standard, has come to mean straightforward and honest. The pioneers of one hundred and fifty years ago, whose vigor and en- thusiasm have made our nation what it is today, often men of the past. Today, unlimited individualism is tearing the world apart. Classes are at odds; commerce languishes for individual rights. Often individualism results in the sacrifice of personal integrity for financial success. Not until individuals understand that cooperation we can hope to know peace. In closing, Dr. Chamberlain en- trusted to America's youth the duty of understanding the values of freedom from artificial, self-seeking standards, to replace the sham with reality, to see things as they are, and to have the moral strength to correct them.

On Monday and Tuesday, May 6 and 7, Dr. Chamberlain held conferences in the Mary Harkness Li- brary from 9 to 11 A.M. and from 2 to 4 P.M. The conference was open to all students who did not have the opportunity to talk with Dr. Chamberlain last fall when he was here; however, a cordial invitation was extended to all.

-41-

-41-

A bright student at the Univer- sity of Missouri says that a skeleton is a sack of bones with the people scraped off.

At the University of Illinois, soft drinks are consumed 2 to 1 over beer in one campus hangout and 9 to 1 in another.

For Gifts

LUGGAGE AND TRAVEL

Kaplan's Luggage Shop and
Travel Bureau 43 Bank Street

AMINO presents
"THE ROAD TO LIFE"
Famous Soviet Film, with
English Titles Single Showing
FRIDAY, MAY 17, AT 7 P. M.
Workmen's Circle Hall
80 Jefferson Ave., New London

CONNETICUT COLLEGE NEWS

Colleges Join In Dance Symposium

Groups At Bennington Discuss Importance Of Modern Dance

A dance Symposium was held at Bennington College the week-end of May 4. The plan of a Symposium in Modern Dance was announced by the President of the College and a national meeting of colleges was inaugurated by Bard College in the Spring of 1952. Since that time many colleges have organized as an additional force in the work of high schools and groups in all parts of the country. These symposia have been organized as an additional force in the work of high schools and groups in all parts of the country. These symposia have taken on a new life as an integral part of modern dance and are now being held in many high schools and groups in the United States.
Jeanette Shirk's Sketches Exhibited

Are Pen and Ink Illustrations

Foe 'Somnet of Somnets'

The exhibitions in the library this week are the pen and ink illustrations of Jeanette C. Shirk for "The Concert! — A Somnet of Somnets" by George Sebrell. The somnet is just published based on musical analogies from master composers. Mr. Sebrell's unifying theme was that of a violinist playing for his love, who was in his heart.

The musical obituary in the "Somnet of Somnets" heightens the lyric sinfulness of pen and ink drawings. Miss Shirk's drawings create a sensitive and appropriate accompany- ment to poetry and are not a dis- traction from the beauty in the somnet. There is a perfect sense of timing, which is closer to music or poetry than the pictorial arts. The infinite care with which her de- tails are carried out makes her work one of delicate cadences, instead of the one bold note customarily found in black and white works of art.

Her frequent use of the stipple lends individuality to her drawings. The illustrations of the fourteen draw- ings, each of Mr. Sebrell's poems in a quiet and artistic way. Of these drawings one art critic chooses "Thus Art My Peace", "Death and the Maiden", and "Night in Spring" the most individual and ar- tistic. Every one of the fourteen are done effectually but with a quiet and simple touch.

Miss Shirk is well known here at Connecticut. The Christmas cards exhibited here in 1934 were her sen- sations. She exhibits in shows in the east and also has a sequence of il- lustrations in the Carnegie maga- zine. 

The Fractals Waterman Shop of the Providence Billmore will have a special showing of ART AND DANCE FROKS Thursday and Wednesday, May 11-15 Prices range from $130-

COMMUNITY COLLEGE INN

1702

1934

The Union Bank & Trust Co.
New London, Conn.
Trust and Commercial Department
142 Years of Service

RUBBERS

Light Weight Good Looking easy on your pocketbook

WALKER SHOE SHOP

337 State Street New London

Spend the Junior Year in Europe

At this interesting moment in world history a large number of American students would like to have first-hand knowledge of conditions in Europe. The "Junior Year Abroad", a pro- gram of supervised study abroad by colleges generally throughout the United States, offers highly recom- mended students from the depart- ments of French, Spanish, and Italian in accredited American colleges an oppor- tunity to travel throughout Europe and the countries named below, with full cred- it for the courses they take during their year's work. For Men and Women France (Tours, summer—Paris regular summer)

For Women Only Spain and Italy (Pisa and Florence, regular summer) 

The Committee on the Junior Year Abroad

In cooperation with the Department of Overseas Inte- rnational Affairs 2 East 65th Street, New York City

Why not discuss this at home?
There is no need for a lot of whangdoodle talk about cigarettes — just plain common-sense

When you stop to think about your cigarette — what it means to you — here's about the way you look at it —

Smoking a cigarette gives a lot of pleasure — it always has.

People have been smoking and enjoying tobacco in some form or another for over 400 years.

Of course you want a cigarette to be made right. And naturally you want it to be mild. Yet you want it to have the right taste — and plenty of it.

In other words — you want it to satisfy.

Scientific methods and ripe mild tobaccos make Chesterfield a milder and better-tasting cigarette. We believe you will enjoy them.

© 1931. Liberty & Myers Tobacco Co.

Calendar

MAY 5
1912 — Phi Beta, national professional organization for women in music and dramatic art, founded at Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.)

1925 — John Scopes arrested in Dayton, Tenn., for violation of state law forbidding teaching of evolution in a high school class.

MAY 6
1920 — Omega Epsilon Phi, optometry fraternity, organized at Columbia University (New York City). Chapters are established only in high ranking optometry schools.

MAY 7
1844 — New York State College for Teachers (Albany) founded by an act of legislature, and opened in December. Enrollment averaged 1,500.

MAY 9
1832 — Instruction begins at Lafayette College (Easton, Pa.). It is a school for men only and is affiliated with the Presbyterian Church.

1865 — Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Mass.) chartered by state legislature. It consists of a college of science and engineering for men, and is under private control, with no denominational connections.

MAY 10
1871 — Central Missouri State Teachers College (Warrensburg) formally opens for instruction.

1875 — Concord State Teachers College (Athens, W. Va.) opens for students.

1912 — Dr. John Grier Hibben installed as president of Princeton University. He graduated from Princeton in 1882 and has written extensively on logic and philosophy.

1922 — Three Links fraternity changes name to Phi Lambda Theta.

Levitzki Performs At Meridan School

The observance of National Music Week in Connecticut received great impetus from the appearance of Mischa Levitzki, internationally known piano virtuoso, in the Meriden High School, Meriden Conn., Wednesday evening, May 8th. His recital was sponsored by the Meriden Junior College.

Recognized as the most versatile of the few really great living pianists, his appearance in Meriden was hailed by music teachers and lovers of good music as a rare opportunity to hear a specialist on the piano whose flawless technique has become a goal for which other artists strive.

Levitzki's playing expresses itself in a faithful interpretation of the great masters.

Levitzki, on reading the appreciative statement to the National Music Week Committee that "music justly occupies a very great place in the cultural life of the people of our country," the final program to be rendered at the recital consisted of four groups. Selections by Bach, Schubert and Brahms in the first group were followed by Beethoven's Sonata in F Minor. The third group consisted of compositions of Chopin and the last group included Ravel, Paganini-Liszt, and his own composition, the "Arabesque Valseante."

Prof. A. L. Hacquet, of the University of Ghent (Belgium) has learned the English language in two months by listening to other people's conversations while on a tour of the American universities.

Two Students of C. C. To Attend Munich Univ.

Among a limited number of educational institutions, the German department of Connecticut College has been offered two scholarships at the Summer School of the University of Munich. The courses consist of five hours daily instruction in language, literature, history, and philosophy. Besides, the students may attend daily lectures by noted German scholars on subjects of general cultural interest. Connecticut College will be represented by Gertrude Weyhe and Gertrude Mohling who are both majors in the field of German.

At the University of Edinburgh, Scotland, girls not only pay their own car fare when the boy friend takes them home, but also must pay for their theatre tickets as well.